Public Policy
January 21, 2016
Attendance: Tim Blakeslee, Jeff Elsea, Alicia Stephens, Aaron Schmidt, Jessica Hamilton, Mike Chambers, Dr. Cowherd,
Dick Gibson, Ed Bradley, Councilman Fowler, Lauren Palmer, Josh Hurlbert, Patricia Jensen, Mike Kellam, Stephanie
Neppl
Out-of-State Vehicle Sales Tax
Tim Blakeslee with the City of Parkville presented on the Out-of-State Vehicle sales tax that would be placed on the April
5th Ballot. He explained that Parkville voters will be asked to consider the continuation of an existing sales tax on
purchases of out-of-state motor vehicles, trailers, boats, and outboard motors. Blakeslee mentioned that North Kansas
City and Platte City are facing the same April 5th ballot issue and the communities are working together on an education
campaign.
Blakeslee advised this is not a new tax; the City has collected this tax for many years. Currently, any vehicle purchased by
a Parkville resident is subject to a 7.1% sales tax (4.225% state tax, 1.5%city sales taxes, 1.375% other local taxes). If the
out-of-state vehicle sales tax discontinues, a resident would be subject to a 5.6% sales tax (4.225% state tax, 1.375%
other local taxes) on a vehicle purchased out-of-state, but would remain subject to a 7.1% sales on a vehicle purchased
in-state. Blakeslee informed the committee that there is an impact on local dealerships. The existence of the tax creates
a level playing field for Missouri dealerships. If the existing tax were to end, Missouri dealerships would be at a
competitive disadvantage with out-of-state dealerships which no longer are required to collect the tax.
Collections of the city’s 1.5% sales tax are split between two city funds. The General Fund receives two thirds of the
revenue and the Transportation Fund receives one-third of the revenue. The General Fund provides for a number of
basic city services such as police, parks, code enforcement, licensing and inspections. The Transportation Fund, funds
services such as street and sidewalk improvements/repairs, street lighting, snow removal, street signs, street sweeping,
and tree maintenance. City staff estimates that the budget impact of discontinuing collection of the out-of-state vehicle
sales tax is an annual loss of $90,000 to $112,500 beginning in 2017. This lost revenue is equal to about 25% of the city’s
annual street maintenance and equipment budget.
A “Yes” vote means that local sales taxes will only be collected on eligible in-state purchases. Local sales tax collections
on eligible out-of-state purchases will end and the revenues the City is currently receiving will be lost.
A “No” vote means the existing tax will continue; no new tax will be implemented.
Questions from the Committee:
Stephens: Will all ballot verbiage for the communities be the same. Blakeslee responded yes, North Kansas City and
Platte City will have the same ballot verbiage.
Bradley: What is the percentage of out-of-state purchases? Blakeslee responded currently 40%-50% considering we are
close to the Kansas boarder.
Stephens: Is there a campaign strategy? Blakeslee responded we are working on an education campaign with the other
communities and will continue to present at various organizations.
Stephens: Is Riverside facing the same issue? Blakeslee responded not sure if Riverside is facing the issue. They may have
a use tax and if so they are not required to partake in the ballot issue.
Jensen moved to support the proposed legislation to retain out-of-state sales tax on motor vehicles, trailers, boats, and
outboard motors. Bradley seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously. The issue will be added to the January
Board meeting agenda to be voted on for support.

PCEDC 2016 Legislative Priorities
Stephens and the committee discussed the draft of the 2016 legislative priorities. Stephens mentioned most of these
priorities have been on the list for the last couple of years and we will continue to support these issues.
Stephens reminded the group that the committee heard from KCMO City Manager Troy Schulte on the E-tax last
November. She stated at the time there was not any organized opposition, and the Board voted to support the
continuance of the E-tax. She said since then, Alex a consultant with the City has reached out about a presentation to at
a general membership meeting. Stephens informed the committee the only general membership meeting we have
coming up in the March luncheon. She asked the committee if they would be okay with a 10 minute presentation on the
topic. The committee supported the presentation and Councilman Fowler advised he would assist in getting someone to
present about the issue at the luncheon. Jensen suggested adding verbiage that specifically opposes the current
legislation in Jeff City regarding the E-tax.
Bradley asked if a bill has been filed for design/build. Stephens responded we have not had an update from Brian
Johanning. Stephens mentioned as legislation comes forward through the year, we will use these priorities to decide if
testimony or support needs to be given.
Gibson was asked to give an update on the Ft. Leavenworth sequestration. Gibson reported that only 60 cuts were made
at the Fort and that civilian cuts have not been announced. He mentioned there has been a hiring freeze put into place.
He also mentioned in order to fill a vacant spot it must be mission critical. He stated there are currently 1000 unfilled
position. Sequestration will be approached again in 2 years. Stephens mentioned the June luncheon will be a join
tluncheon with the Leavenworth EDC.
The committee took an official position to support the gas tax legislation which is getting the most traction. (1.5 cents
for gas, 3.5 cents for diesel). Alicia made the motion, which was seconded by Mike Chambers. All were in favor with no
opposition. Alicia will take this to the PCEDC board.
Other updates
Jeanette Cowherd brought up a 'back door' open enrollment bill they are concerned about, which would allow students
to take a history class at the school's expense.
Alicia advised the committee that she will make two upcoming trips to Jefferson City with the
Northland Regional Chamber, on Feb 1 and March 7. Jessica Hamilton will make a trip on February 2.
Patricia Jensen made a motion to take the legislative changes to the PCEDC board. This was seconded by Mike
Chambers. All were in favor with no opposition.
Patricia also brought up a new ordinance that would change the city's Economic Development policy and would cap
abatement at 50%. Alicia has contacted the city about this and offered to be involved in a task force. There is concern
that there are no ED professionals on the task force. Councilman Fowler was asked to keep an eye on this ordinance, and
Alicia will contact Bob Langenkamp at the KC EDC.
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Public Policy Meeting
2/18/16
In attendance: Ed Bradley, Ed Ford, Patricia Jensen, Morgan Franklin, Dr. Cowherd, Dan Fowler, Teresa Loar,
Mike Kellam, Dr. Reik, Alicia Stephens, Jessica Hamilton
Bradley started the conversation by asking Fowler and Loar for project updates. Loar advised Twin Creeks
continues to be a major focus and continue to meet with staff and City management. She also mentioned they
just finished budgeting for PIAC projects. She said a majority of the funding will go to 2nd District for storm
water projects. They have also been discussing the Lynn Creek area and whether or not to address the creek
issues or the residential housing. Fowler said the Council has toned down the emphasis on trails and focusing on
other needs. Fowler mentioned that the new wholesale retailer development will hopefully include detention
infrastructure. He also said the new development area will be an EATs only TIF.
Bradley then asked Fowler and Loar which committees they are currently serving on. Loar said she serves on
Small Business, Entrepreneurship and Jobs Committee, Legislative, Housing and Airport. Fowler said he serves
as Chairman of the Ethics and Legal Review Committee, Vice Chair of the Housing Committee and Vice Chair
of the Airport Committee. He is also a member of the Transportation and Infrastructure Committee.
Bradley asked Fowler and Loar to touch on the KCMO Earnings Tax. Both said they hoped it passed. Fowler
mentioned he had a concern for the current campaign. He did not think the education of the E-tax was reaching
residents in the way it should. Loar mentioned there should be a voter turnout for April due to School Boards on
the ballot. She also said she was aware of opposition reaching out to the eastside.
Stephens asked Fowler and Loar about their involvement with KCATA. Both said they have had little
interaction. Stephens mentioned she had a conversation with Michael Short, who serves on the KCATA Board,
about the Northland’s need of transportation. She advised as transportation issues continue to come up it would
be nice to have the help from Fowler and Loar if need be.
Bradley asked Fowler and Loar if they have had any conversations with MODOT. Both replied they have not
had any conversations. Bradley mentioned it would be helpful to have their assistance as they continue to
address challenges. Bradley informed the committee of Mercury Alliance. The Alliance is a broad coalition of
people and organizations supporting the continued prosperity of the people of Missouri through the general
advancement and improvement of the state’s transportation system. Bradley mentioned Parkville EDC will be
joining the Alliance and Stephens mentioned the PCEDC will also be joining. Stephens mentioned that
transportation infrastructure is a continued legislative priority for the PCEDC.
Stephens mentioned she will be reaching out to the At-Large Council members to present on Twin Creeks. She
said there was some concern with the old Council members exiting that there may need to be an education
session on the project. Loar said that Councilman Taylor is very supportive of the Twin Creeks project.
Stephens mentioned she would appreciate help with gathering At-Large members, if she was finding it
challenging. Bradley mentioned the KCI Area Development committee is strategizing on which land owners to
start approaching.
Bradley next asked Fowler and Loar about an airport time table. Fowler believed there would not be a
recommendation or proposal before 2017. Loar said there were other pressing issues she believes the Council
should be focusing such as the E-tax and the Mayor’s GO Bond issue. Stephens asked what’s next on the
Council’s agenda regarding the airport. Loar said the Council would still like to hear from the airlines
themselves, TSA, and a few other groups. Stephens informed the committee the PCEDC Board will not take a
position until there is a proposal Fowler said a key piece is getting voters to pass a bond issue for the airport
first.
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Bradley brought up the next agenda item, SB 849. Stephens mentioned that Missouri Gas Energy reached out
for a letter of support for the bill.

SB 849 - Currently, the Public Service Commission may not approve a gas infrastructure system
replacement surcharge (ISRS) to the extent that it would produce total annualized ISRS revenues
exceeding 10% of the gas corporation's base revenue level. Under this act, the Public Service
Commission may not approve a gas ISRS to the extent it would produce such revenues in any
consecutive 3-year period during which an ISRS is in effect.
Currently, the Public Service Commission shall not approve a gas ISRS without having issued a general
rate proceeding decision within the last 3 years, and a gas corporation cannot collect an ISRS for more
than 3 years unless they have filed or are the subject of a new general rate proceeding. Under this act,
these provisions are changed from 3 years to 5 years.
Nothing in this act shall be construed to limit the rights of certain groups to file a complaint alleging that
the rates or charges of a gas corporation are unreasonable or unlawful.
This act is identical to HB 1471 (2016), and is similar to SCS/SB 403 (2015), HCS/HB 956 (2015),
SCS/SB 240 (2013), and HCS/HB 473 (2013).
Jensen said she would like more information regarding the bill before the committee takes a position. Stephens
said she would reach out to MGE to come speak to the committee.
Stephens informed the committee about the new Platte Purchase TIF. She said the new TIF will take part of the
KCI TIF and Barry Town TIF. She mentioned there is a new retail development going in on the Clay County
side and the project includes improvements to 152 and Platte Purchase. She also mentioned it’s an MD
Management property and will also bring improvements to the Platte Co. R-3 school district. She said that an
advisory committee is currently being put together for the new TIF. Jensen asked if the new development would
spur a new school in the area. Dr. Reik replied they are 8-12 years out from adding a middle school and high
school to the area.
Bradley asked Ford if he had any updates from the NRC Legislative Affairs committee. Ford reminded the
committee of Northland Days at Jeff City. He also mentioned the Mayor’s Eastside initiative, that the details
were being reviewed.
Bradley asked Cowherd about their consolidation of the bus service. Cowherd said they are looking at sites and
working on negotiations.
Reik mentioned they are looking at expanding their Early Child Care program and were interested in the Citi
Cards child care facility.

Public Policy
March 17, 2016
In Attendance: Jeff Elsea, Mike Kellam, Aaron Schmidt, Jabbar Wesley, Ed Ford, Alicia Stephens, Jessica Hamilton
Wesley spoke to the committee about Senate Bill 849 pertaining to gas utility rate cases. The legislation would allow for
two more years between rate cases. Rate cases can become expensive due to financial cost analysis, legal and expert
witness fees and to recover other escalating costs. In 2013 a state law was created which required rate cases to be
reviewed every three years. The rate cases use a mechanism known as ISRS (infrastructure system replacement
surcharge) to cover part of the expenses the Company must incur to maintain and upgrade its system to relocate
facilities in connection with local, state, and federal public improvements projects and safety improvements. Costs
reimbursed under the law would continue to be subject to double review by the PSC, first when a rate adjustment filing
is made and then again in the next general rate case. The Rate Case Reduction Bill confirms that the PSC, Staff, OPC or
other consumers can file a complaint if they believe the gas utility is over-earning. SB 849 will retain the current cap,
limiting increases to 10 percent of base revenues over a three-year period.
Stephens asked about the economic development impact. Wesley responded the biggest impact is the number of jobs
created to accelerate the pipeline replacement programs. Laclede and MGE have hired 200 new employees. Wesley also
mentioned that Missouri and Utah are the only two states required to file every 3 years, other states have 5 years
between filings. Stephens advised the committee that Hamilton reached out to Jefferson City for testimony against the
bill but did not hear back. The committee asked Wesley about current opposition. Wesley said the opposition believes it
is an overearning opportunity and does not believe the company needs the mechanism at all. Wesley advised the
committee that a sunset would be put into place and the increase would end in 15-20 years once the program had been
completed. Wesley also mentioned large companies would not be impacted by the increase. Residential and smaller
companies would be impacted and could see a 1% increase in their bill. The maximum increase a customer would see on
their bill is a 10% increase, but Welsey believes an increase that high will not happen. Wesley believes if the bill passes
the Company will only see an extension in years, but not a rate increase for customers.
The committee did not take a position on SB 849, they need to hear additional information and testimony. The
additional information will be presented at the April Public Policy meeting.
Other updates:
Stephens informed the committee there will be an August election for County positions. She asked the group if they
would like to hear from the candidates running for County Commissioner. Schmidt and Elsea agreed it would be ideal to
have the candidates in to hear the platform they are running on. The committee will plan to hear from the candidates at
the May Public Policy meeting.

Public Policy
April 21, 2016
In attendance: Jeff Elsea, Aaron Schmidt, Jabbar Wesley, Mike Chambers, Josh Hurlbert, Ed Ford, Ed Bradley, Jeanette
Cowherd, Jessica Hamilton, Alicia Stephens
The meeting started with the group providing introductions.
The first item on the agenda was the continued discussion of Senate Bill 849 regarding gas utility rate cases. Stephens
gave a brief recap of the discussion of the bill at the March meeting. She mentioned that MGE had reached out for a
letter of support, but at the March meeting the committee decided they needed more information on the bill before
they made a decision. At the March meeting the committee asked Wesley to provide a history of ISRS charges. Wesley
provided the history which the committee reviewed. The history contained years 2004-2014 that pertained to
residential and small commercial users. Wesley mentioned there has not been a significant increase for the customers
and the increase has never reached $1.50. Wesley mentioned that the Senate is trying to combine language from SB 849
into SB 848. Stephens advised the group for the purpose of the meeting the group would only discuss SB 849 because
that is the bill MGE reached out about. Stephens asked if any movement has been made on SB 849 and Wesley said he
believed there has been some discussion regarding the $1.50 cap. However, the bill has not made it out of committee
yet. Stephens had the group take a look at the list of witnesses for and against the bill. She pointed out that some of
economic development colleagues have supported the bill but there are industrial companies who are against it. She
said she is concerned the Platte County industrial businesses would be against it as well. Ford mentioned the Northland
Chamber did not take a position on the bill. Cowherd said she would research the District’s position on the bill. Wesley
mentioned that he personally talked to Tony Reinhart at Ford and Tony advised he did give verbal opposition, but would
rather stay neutral. However, Ford is a member of the Missouri Industrial Energy Consumers, and the membership is
opposing the bill. Stephens asked if the bill is dead in the water and Wesley responded, no, MGE is still pursuing it. He
also said that the bill has history in the legislation and made it to the Governor’s desk in 2013, but the vetoed. Bradley
made the motion to not take a position on the bill. The motion was 2nd by Cowherd. The committee agreed no
recommendation would be sent to the Board.
The next item on the agenda discussed was the Border War Truce and Governor Brownback’s letter. Stephens said she
did not have any expectation for the committee as this time, just wanted them to be aware of it. Ford mentioned he was
surprised by the immediate Missouri legislation negative response. Stephens said she believes the negativity stems from
the timing and having been presented close to the end of session. Ford also commented that he did not believe the
legislation was aware of how big of an issue this is. The committee agreed it was too early to take a position on the truce
as proposed.
The last item the committee discussed was the upcoming primary races for Platte County Commission positions for both
districts. Hurlbert also mentioned there are state candidates up for reelection. The committee discussed when to invite
candidates to a meeting. The committee decided County candidates would be invited to the May Public Policy meeting
and State Legislators would be invited to the June Public Policy meeting. The committee agreed all candidates for both
races would be invited. The committee agreed the candidates would each have 5 minutes, to say who they are, why
they are running, and their position on economic development. The committee agreed there would not be time for a
debate or rebuttal. The committee also agreed it would be a good idea at the beginning for one of the co-chairs to give a
brief description of what the PCEDC does. Stephens reminded the committee the PCEDC cannot endorse candidates, can
only educate them on economic development. She also said that if a candidate reaches out to discuss economic
development she will meet with them.
Ford encouraged the committee to be aware of SJR-39 to determine if discussion/action needs to be taken at a later
date.

Public Policy
May 19, 2016
1
In attendance: Beverlee Roper, Dagmar Wood, John Fairfield, Jason Buckley, John Elliott, Vic Perrin, Jeanette Cowherd,
Lauren Palmer, Jeff Elsea, Kevin Corlew, Wendy Romero (Intern at BankLiberty), Ed Bradley, Mike Kellam, Aaron
Schmidt, Ed Ford, Josh Hurlbert, Whitney Bar (Intern for Congressman Graves’ office), Jessica Hamilton
The meeting began with the attendees introducing themselves. Elsea explained the PCEDC cannot endorse candidates;
we can only educate our members. Elsea reminded the candidates this is not a debate, and each candidate will have
five minutes to answer the following questions.
Schmidt read the questions to the committee and advised the candidates were informed of the questions prior to the
meeting.
Questions:
1. What issues do you feel are most significant?
2. What are your views on economic development?
3. What are your plans for the upcoming term, should you be elected?
Commissioner Roper said the County has progressed in the past three years and wants to see the continued growth. She
mentioned in the next term the County would face the sunset of the Parks tax and the incoming commission needs to
understand the importance of the tax. She said she is unsure about the ½ cent amount but would like to see it last
longer. She believes Platte County residents need to be polled to hear what they want. She also mentioned she strongly
believes in preserving the quality of life the County has to offer such as the parks and other amenities.
Dagmar Wood said she believes in responsible spending and a balanced budget. She also believes partnering with other
entities for infrastructure needs are important. She mentioned that storm water management needs to be increased.
She said contrary to blog posts she did not believe any candidate running is considering “pulling the plug” on the parks
tax to build a new jail. She also believes it is important for parks and community centers to stay up-to-date. She also
believes safety for residents and business owners through law enforcement is an important issue. She said that she
recognizes that the new Twin Creeks Development will add additional demands on public safety.
John Fairfield began by providing a brief history of his involvement in the Northland, KCMO, and various economic
development projects. He said that partnerships are important to infrastructure projects and growing the Northland. He
also said it is important to be proactive on economic development.
Jason Buckley said he believes economic growth improves the quality of everything. He also believes there is waste on
every level of government. He believes the waste needs to be removed to lessen the tax burden on the citizens. He said
his long term goal is to cut as much waste as possible.
John Elliott said one of his top priorities is law enforcement and they need to be ensured they have the necessarily
resources to do their job effectively. He said he has an issue with the fact that law enforcement does not seem to be a
top priority currently. He believes the as the Parks tax sunsets, there needs to be a consideration for law enforcement if
renewed. He would like a quarter of the tax to go to public safety and a quarter to go to parks. He believes the ½ cent
tax is not necessary, because the community centers have expanded and are almost paid off. He does foresee the
community centers expanding anymore. He also feels long term budget planning is important.
Vic Perrin provided a brief history on how he landed in Platte County and his business background. He said he comes
from big box commercial. He also believes law enforcement and public safety are critical and need to be supported with
the necessarily resources. He also recognizes the importance of partnerships in economic development. Perrin said the
green space in Twin Creeks is important to develop. He also believes it is important to provide parks for quality of life.
He also feels it is important to have public and private entities at the table.

Public Policy
May 19, 2016
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Jessica gave a brief recap of the 16th week of the 98th General Assembly per the MEDC report. She mentioned that the
“Religious Freedom Bill” failed the committee vote. This is the bill that Senate Democrats filibustered for a historic 39
hours. The vote was 6-6, with three Republicans joining the three democrats in voting “No”. Tie votes on bills in
committee are not recommended for passage. Hamilton also reported Municipal Court Reform II passed the House. She
also mentioned the Meet Me in Missouri Act. The legislation would establish a grant program to work in conjunction
with cities to help draw major conventions to the state.
Ford gave a brief recap on the NRC’s Legislative luncheon. He said that many constituents were disappointed in the lack
of action taking in Jefferson City concerning the transportation issues. Ford said that the legislators all agreed it was a
major issue across the state; the challenge is each legislator has their own idea on how to solve the issue. Ford also
made note since it was an election year, there was hesitation to put a tax increase issue on ballot. Ford said the
legislators did not think there was much hope for Medicaid expansion.

Public Policy Committee Meeting notes
July 21, 2016
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In attendance:
Aaron Schmidt, Jeff Elsea, Ed Ford, Mike Reik, Jeanette Cowherd, Drew Solomon, Morgan Franklin,
Mike Kellam, Faith Webber, Ed Bradley, Jay Hodges, Mike Chambers, Councilwoman Teresa Loar and
Councilman Quinton Lucas, Alicia Stephens
The only agenda item was a discussion on the proposed incentives ordinance at KCMO.
Alicia Stephens provided background that Mayor James had proposed a shared success ordinance.
Quinton Lucas has sponsored an incentives/shared success ordinance.
Councilwoman Loar explained that one of the reasons to consider a change in incentives policy and use is
to decrease the use of petition initiatives by citizens to block development when incentives are considered.
It is hopeful that a change in policy would address citizens’ concern of overuse of incentives. This has not
happened in the Northland.
Stephens noted she has a couple of concerns to address. First of all, can the Port Authority really be
included in this language? Second – a firm percentage of allowable abatement could deter economic
development and our ability to compete. Third – we need a better understanding of the shared success
part of the ordinance.
Stephens and Solomon explained some of the steps in deciding incentive offers. Both feel strongly about
being allowed to identify high impact projects.
Hodges also asked about the Port Authority and how any incentive guidelines could be enforced. He also
noted that the EDCKC’s scorecard, when developed, was intended to be reviewed regularly and modified
as needed.
Ford understands the need to work better with the Southland, but he does not believe even the measures
included in the ordinance will be acceptable. There is a move to have veto power over projects using
incentives. One of the challenges for the Council is putting policy in place that addresses the very diverse
needs of Kansas City.
It was suggested that under Section 10 that bullets be added that:



Exempt EATS only TIFS
Address job recruitment and retention

Loar noted that the Council does not intend to hinder development but that currently the petition
initiatives DO deter development.
Schmidt suggested that we do a case study of recent projects to determine whether how past projects
would have fared with the new ordinance. Solomon said that there is supposed to be a study at the City
level but it has not been contracted yet. Schmidt said maybe we should just do one for the Northland;
Stephens agreed that ROI of Northland projects would look different from other KCMO projects.
Bradley moved on to the discussion on the “shared success” portion of the ordinance. Loar explained how
it is envisioned. When a project receives an incentive, a percentage (TBD) of the City’s portion of the
PILOT would go to a special allocation fund instead of the general fund specifically to be used to spur

Public Policy Committee Meeting notes
July 21, 2016
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development in distress areas. Discussion followed about what is a distressed area. Stephens noted that
KCMO Platte County has areas of infrastructure distress. Point being that distress cannot be defined as
only areas of poverty. She also reminded the committee that this would not be just with TIFs but would
include ALL PILOTs. Stephens urged further consideration of the definition of distress.
Ford suggested that a bullet be added to assist the Northland in its EATS only TIFs such that we
continue to capture 50% of the sales tax for the purpose of building more infrastructure after the TIF
expires.
The next step for the PCEDC’s committee is to continue to review the ordinance and provide feedback.
We suggested to Councilman Loar that full review should take at least another 90 days. Bradley urged
the group to be one voice for the Northland.
Councilman Lucas arrived and provided more information about the intent for the Ordinance – produce
jobs, historic preservation and address distressed areas of the community. Lucas has spoken with many
constituencies to obtain feedback. He would like to see agreement across many groups including but not
limited to school districts, other taxing jurisdictions, private sector.
Lucas noted that a current concern is the lack confidence the public has about current policies and
projects.
Bradley asked about timing; we’d like to see 90 days to study, revise, obtain input. Lucas reminded the
committee that the ordinance was originally presented in early May; he believes 90 days is too long.
Stephens inquired about the study of incentives use and the ROI.
Hodges asked about reciprocity among the municipalities and about the Port Authority.
Lucas replied that the new ordinance is NOT just about addressing petition initiatives; it’s also about
ROI, the review process, the decision process and accountability in the eradication of blight.
With regard to reciprocity, Lucas noted that it may not be fair to have that expectation of every
community in the KC metro. KCMO will have a new policy but other communities following suit is not a
fair expectation.
With regard to the Port Authority, Lucas is hopeful they can work together toward an MOU.
Bradley inquired about interaction/feedback from the development community. Some have suggested a
court challenge to the legality of initiative petitions. Lucas has visited with the Greater KC Chamber and
Jackson County’s economic development department.
Stephens encouraged the Councilpersons to consider:




Ford’s sales tax reimbursement idea
Define distress to include lack of infrastructure
Get the study done!!

PCEDC will continue to work on recommendations. There was no official action to be taken by the
Committee.

Public Policy Notes
08/18/16
Attending were: Jeff Elsea, Aaron Schmidt (phone), Martin Rucker, Ed Ford, Alicia Stephens, Jessica
Hamilton
The committee discussed KCMO Proposed Ordinance 160383, sponsored by CM Lucas. The
committee discussed the timeline for the ordinance; there is uncertainty about when it will move
forward. Ford sent an email to EDC of KC regarding the hearing scheduled for 8/24. The EDC of KC
is having a special meeting on 8/22 to discuss the ordinance.
Stephens commented she feels strongly the PCEDC should have its own set of recommendations;
Ford agreed. Ford noted there may be an initiative petition to put the issue on a ballot. He believes
the proposed ordinance makes Kansas City altogether uncompetitive.
The committee discussed the ordinance proposed by the Mayor that is similar to CM Lucas
ordinance. The Mayor’s ordinance may satisfy the taxing jurisdictions. There are similar elements
between the two ordinances. It is uncertain if CM Lucas has the votes from the KCMO Council for
the ordinance. CM Fowler would like to see the incentives study finished first, which is 8 months away
from being completed .
Ford suggested one strategy for the ordinance would be to add PCEDC comments and have
Northland KCMO Council members support it. He also commented he did not want this to turn into a
Northland vs. Eastside vs. Southland issue. Stephens said a concern is that the Northland will not
qualify for Shared Success funds. There was a question about who would control the Shared Success
fund. It was noted that incentives don’t drive development, the market does.
The committee walked through the ordinance section by section to make recommendations for
Northland KCMO City Council to support. Stephens will draft a memo to Platte/Clay KCMO Council
members with recommendations. (See attached)
The committee started the discussion of 2017 legislative priorities. Stephens suggested the following
remain on the 2017 list.
1. supports fully funding the Missouri Partnership which serves as a critical partner in our business
attraction efforts.
2. supports updating Missouri’s tax system in order for the state to fully compete for business.
3. supports tax credits for key economic development initiatives, including the data center industry or
industries using similar technology.
4. supports legislation which allows Community Improvement Districts to cover more than one
jurisdiction i.e. Platte & Clay Counties, Kansas City & other Platte County communities. (Ford
commented this will come up again and he will push for it.)
5. supports our state association, MEDC, in its high priority item for a training hybrid to expand and
fund the workforce training model which would enhance Missouri’s incentive offering for new and
expanding businesses.
6. believes the prevailing wage floor hurts our smaller communities. We encourage legislation that
would increase the prevailing wage floor. (Stephens commented this can be expanded to match
Platte City priority.)
The committee took the past list of legislative priorities and will discuss priorities at the September
Public Policy committee meeting.

plattecountyedc.com
816-270-2109
astephens@plattecountyedc.com

August 22, 2016
MEMO
re: KCMO Proposed Ordinance 160383
To: Councilpersons Fowler, Loar, Hall and Wagner and PZ&E Chairman Scott Taylor
From: Alicia Stephens, Executive Director on behalf of the Platte County EDC Public Policy Committee
The Platte County Economic Development Council has had several meetings/discussions regarding
the noted ordinance, specifically how it impacts economic development.
Recommendations
 Remove the Port Authority from the Ordinance.
 All areas of the City have challenges. The Shared Success Fund may address some of them.
But the Northland’s needs may be different and therefore should be addressed differently. We
suggest adding a bullet to assist the Northland, in which, the EATS only TIF areas continue to
capture 50% of the sales tax for the purpose of building more infrastructure after the TIF expires.
 Assure a fair and transparent decision making process is in place for the Shared Success Fund.
 Please note - EATS only TIFS are not included in the ordinance.
 Include some type of job recruitment and retention element.
 If the EDC of KC’s project scorecard is retained, we suggest slight modifications i.e. point
weights for numbers of job, tighten the “But for” test.
The Platte County EDC understands that there are differing opinions regarding the timeline of the
adoption of the ordinance. Given that the City and the EDC of KC are engaging in a study
regarding incentives, we strongly recommend waiting for the information from the study before
instituting a new incentive ordinance.
We would be happy to discuss this with you further. Please let us know how we can assist you in
feeling comfortable and confident with economic development in Kansas City, Platte County,
Missouri.

Public Policy Notes
09/15/16
Attending were: Jeff Elsea, Mike Kellam, Jeanette Cowherd, Alicia Stephens, Stephanie Neppl, Lynn
McClure, Audrey Hill , Jabbar Wesley, Aaron Schmidt, Ed Bradley
D.C. Trip Recap
Stephens said this year’s DC trip was one of the best she’s attended. The biggest topic of
conversation was KCI Airport and the group took part in a tense discussion with Congressman Sam
Graves who is still very against a new airport. To that end, Stephens plans to write a letter to
Congressman Graves and his staff to advise about next steps. Those steps include a small task force
which Stephens is taking part in with KCADC and the Greater KC Chamber. This group will meet
quietly and after the April GO Bond vote will push forward to generate more support for a new
terminal.
Congressman Graves says all his constituents are against a new airport. Lynn McClure suggested the
airport task force consider reaching out to St Joseph Chamber and universities such as NW Missouri
State to help get support. Stephens said the task force plans to do some outreach with Eastern
Jackson county and other key communities in and out of the region which Congressman Graves
needs support from.
In DC, the group also discussed transportation but Stephens reported no new ideas were presented
KCMO Ordinance update:
Stephens reviewed the status of the KCMO Ordinance. KCMO Council will vote next week
(September 22) and the feeling is it will pass. The ordinance proposes an incentives cap at 75% and a
few of PCEDC’s recommendations were added. The cap will be 75% unless the project is high-impact
in terms of jobs or if the site is considered to be located in a highly distressed area. The ordinance did
not address the shared success fund and a concern is who will oversee this fund. Councilman Lucas
said a mayor appointed board was not appropriate and that it should sit under the KCMO Council.
Stephens said the EDC of Kansas City is reviewing its scorecard used to evaluate whether a project
meets criteria for incentives. She is hopeful they will ask partners for feedback but will ask Bob
Langenkamp to see it and help ensure it meets the needs of the development community.
2017 Legislative Priorities
Transportation
Stephens first reported on the Mayoral metro caucus she recently attended. In this past this was
chaired by Riverside Mayor Kathy Rose, and currently chaired by David Slater. The panelists were
MODOT Director McKenna, Chairman of House and Senate Transportation Committee and a Missouri
Municipal League representative.
Discussion ensued about how to be innovative in support for Missouri’s transportation needs.


Kellam pointed out that many ideas have not been long-term plans that were just throwing

band-aids at the problem.


McClure suggested a gas tax then transitions into a toll after 5 years as a solution.



It was pointed out that with vehicles being made more energy efficient all the time a gas tax
may not even have the full impact needed.



Keep the Broadway Bridge on the transportation priorities that we are watching – lots of
discussion taking place about its future.



Include KCI in the transportation priorities.



Alicia suggested a small group begin to create a list of transportation priorities that will have
an impact on constituents. Kevin Corlew and Ryan Silvey could lead a discussion.



Schmidt suggested being more general at this stage and just state that PCEDC supports
innovative ideas to fix issues and find alternate funding mechanisms as well as support
development of a long-term transportation funding plan.

Education


Cowherd said she and fellow superintendents were working on the education bullet.

Economic Development:


Support sales tax reimbursement (once TIFs expire)



The KC Capital Improvement Tax was discussed – Stephens will check on when it expires as we
do not want it to be on the same ballot as the GO Bond.



We will keep the CID bullet point but perhaps remove references specifically to Platte County.



McClure suggested starting a ‘sub-list’ of anticipated ED related items but not necessarily
legislative at this stage.

Topics to watch/sublist of priorities we are keeping an eye on:


Mental health issues education providers are dealing with



SBA changes possibly coming due to presidential election.



Energy – Wesley said last month a senate committee hearing discussed modernizing
regulations and rate stabilization



Healthcare priorities including Medicaid - for now won’t list healthcare priorities unless there is
a specific legislation on healthcare issues.

Stephens encouraged the committee to let her know if they think of any other additions to the
priorities. Ideally the priorities will be finalized in January and we will keep an eye on pre-filed bills.

Public Policy Committee Meeting
November 17, 2016
Page |1
In attendance: Jeff Elsea, Aaron Schmidt, Ed Ford, Ed Bradley, Mike Reik, Mike, Chambers, Jeanette Cowherd, Alicia
Stephens, Jessica Hamilton, Josh Hurlbert, Mike Kellam
Committee Reviewed the following 2017 Legislative Priorities sets:
Cooperating School Districts of Greater Kansas City
 Dr. Cowherd and Dr. Reik suggested adding “strongly support local control” to PCEDC list. The suggestion was
supported and added to the PCEDC . The committee discussed supporting a change in the Missouri Human
Rights Act that would re-align the Missouri Act with federal standards. Dr. Reik and Dr. Cowherd said it is not a
pressing issue and does not need to be added to the PCEDC priority list at this moment.
EDC of Kansas City
 Committee agreed to endorse their legislative priorities and add Border War Legislation and the National issue
to retain Downtown Economic Stimulus Authority (USDESA) legislation to PCEDC priorities.
Northland Regional Chamber
 Committee agreed to endorse their 2017 priority list.
MEDC
 Committee agreed to endorse their 2017 priority list.
PCEDC Legislative Priorities
 Committee walked through each priority and had discussion. Determined 3 national issues needed to be added.
Also to update the priority on KCI to reflect that it was supported by a unanimous vote by the Board in April
2016.
Right-to-Work
 Committee discussed whether or not there needed to be a discussion and a priority regarding the issue.
Other issues discussed during the meeting
 CID across County Jurisdictions
o Alicia would like to push this legislation through and would like to ask Senator Shaaf to not filibuster the
legislation.
 Transportation Funding
 Committee decided to tackle city/county issues as they come about
 Elsea asked if a survey should be conducted for additional legislative priorities that need to be added to the list.
Bradley suggested asking the Board for additional items at the next meeting.
KCMO Go Bond Issue
 Committee had a discussion on how to approach the bond issue. There is a small group working on a priority list
and plan to meet with City Council to discuss list.
National Legislation
 Ed Ford suggested adding a Federal priority to support funding for infrastructure projects and consider
reenacting legislation for project specific funding.
Ford made the motion to take the 2017 legislative priorities draft to the next PCEDC Board meeting. Dr. Reik second the
motion. The motion passed.

